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Abstract
Behavioural speciﬁcation based on hidden (sorted) algebra constitutes one of the most promising
recently developed formal speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation paradigms for system development.
Here we formally introduce novel concepts of behavioural object and equivalence between be-
havioural objects within the hidden algebra framework.We formally deﬁne several object composition
operators on behavioural objects corresponding to the hierarchical object composition methodology
introduced by CafeOBJ. We study their basic semantical properties and show that our most general
form of behavioural object composition with synchronisation has ﬁnal semantics and a composability
property of behavioural equivalence supporting a high reusability of veriﬁcations. We also show the
commutativity and the associativity of parallel compositions without synchronisation.
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1. Introduction
The current Internet/Intranet technologies have led to an explosive increase in the demand
for the construction of reliable distributed systems. Among the new technologies proposed
formeeting this new technological challenge, component-based software engineering is one
of the most promising. If we have an adequate set of components and a good design pattern,
a system development process may become easier and the quality of the product may be
greatly improved. However, such a development process raises some serious problems. How
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can we get an adequate set of components or how can we know the components we get are
adequate for our systems?
A good solution seems to be given by formal speciﬁcations supporting the following
characteristics:
• can specify the interface of components,
• can specify the behaviour of components,
• supports a precise semantics of composition, and
• be executable and/or have tools supporting testing and veriﬁcation.
Here we adopt the behavioural algebraic speciﬁcation framework [8,4,11,9]. Due to its
simple logical foundations and its efﬁcient speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation methodologies,
behavioural algebraic speciﬁcation provides a good framework for such formal
speciﬁcations.
Work related to the CafeOBJ algebraic speciﬁcation language [3,5] has proposed a
hierarchical object composition methodology (see [3,13,6]) based on behavioural speciﬁ-
cation. The behavioural speciﬁcation paradigm is reﬂected rather directly in the deﬁnition
of CafeOBJ, this being maybe the most distinctive feature of this language among other
modern algebraic speciﬁcation languages such as CASL [1] or Maude [16].
Here we formally deﬁne the novel concept of behavioural object within hidden algebra,
which is the logic of CafeOBJ behavioural speciﬁcation. Informally, a behavioural object
is just a special kind of behavioural speciﬁcation which formally speciﬁes the space of
the states of the objects together with actions (‘methods’) changing the state of the object,
and with observations (‘attributes’) to (ordinary) data types. This is the basis for a precise
deﬁnition of several types of composition operators on behavioural objects, such as parallel
composition (without synchronisation), dynamic composition (in which component objects
get created and deleted dynamically), and composition with synchronisation generalising
both the former operators. Informally, these composition operators are based on speciﬁ-
cations of projections from the state space of the compound object to the state spaces of
the components. Our deﬁnitions provide mathematical foundations for the corresponding
methodological deﬁnitions of object composition in [3,12,6]. Our composition operators
support hierarchical composition processes in the sense that the result of a composition is
still a behavioural object which can be therefore used for another composition.
Our framework permits a clear formulation of semantical properties of the composition
operators, such as associativity and commutativity, and ﬁnal semantics (i.e. the existence
of ﬁnal composition models). We show that the basic parallel composition operator is as-
sociative and commutative modulo a meaningful equivalence relation between behavioural
objects. Informally, two behavioural objects are equivalent when there is an isomorphism
between the implementations modulo, the same state space, the same actions, and the same
behavioural equivalence between the states. For the general composition with synchronisa-
tion operator we prove a compositionality result for the behavioural equivalence relation,
a result which constitutes the foundation for automation of the veriﬁcation process at the
level of a compound object (see [3,12,6]), and the existence of ﬁnal semantics.
The paper is structured as follows: the ﬁrst section recalls brieﬂy the basic mathematical
notions necessary for this work. We ﬁrst present general algebra notions, and then we give
a very brief overview of hidden algebra. At the end of this section we introduce the novel
concept of behavioural object. The next section introduces brieﬂy theCafeOBJ notation for
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behavioural objects, which will be used for the examples, and which is illustrated with two
simple examples. The main section of the paper is dedicated to the composition operators
and contains theirmathematical deﬁnitions togetherwith theirmain semantic properties. All
composition operators are illustrated with examples. The ﬁnal section develops an example
showing as to how the compositionality of behavioural equivalence result for compositions
with synchronisation can be applied for reusing veriﬁcations within the framework of the
CafeOBJ system.
2. The logic of behavioural speciﬁcation
The semantics of behavioural speciﬁcation is based on hidden algebra [4,9,11] which
is a reﬁnement of general many-sorted algebra. Although the hidden algebra formalism
accommodates the order-sorted approach (see [2]) well (and even gets more power from),
for reasons of simplicity of presentation, we develop all formal deﬁnitions and results in a
many-sorted framework.
2.1. General algebra
Here we quickly review the basic general algebra concepts, notations, and terminology,
of algebraic speciﬁcation theory.
Given a sort set S, an S-indexed (or sorted) set A is a family {As}s∈S of sets indexed by the
elements of S. In this context, a ∈ A means that a ∈ As for some s ∈ S. Similarly, A ⊆ B
means that As ⊆ Bs for each s ∈ S, and an S-indexed (or sorted) function f : A→ B is a
family {fs : As → Bs}s∈S . Also, we let S∗ denote the set of all ﬁnite sequences of elements
from S, with [] being the empty sequence. Given an S-indexed setA andw = s1 · · · sn ∈ S∗,
we let Aw = As1 × · · · × Asn ; in particular, we let A[] = {	}, some one point set. Also,
for an S-sorted function f : A → B, we let fw : Aw → Bw denote the product function
mapping a tuple of elements (a1, . . . , an) to the tuple (fs1(a1), . . . , fsn(an)).
An (S-sorted) signature (S, F ) consists of a set of sorts S and a set F =⋃{Fw→s | w ∈
S∗, s ∈ S} of operation symbols, where Fw→s denotes the set of operation symbols with
arity w ∈ S∗ and sort s ∈ S. Note that this deﬁnition permits overloading, in that the sets
Fw→s need not be disjoint. Call  ∈ F[]→s (sometimes denoted simply F→s) a constant
symbol of sort s. A signature morphism  from a signature (S, F ) to a signature (S′, F ′) is
a pair (sort,op) consisting of a map sort : S → S′ of sorts and a map op : F → F ′ on
operation symbols such that op(Fw→s) ⊆ F(sort)∗(w)→sort(s), where (sort)∗ : S∗ → S′∗
is the extension of sort to strings.
An (S, F )-algebra A consists of an S-indexed set A and a function A : Aw → As
for each  ∈ Fw→s ; the set As is called the carrier of A of sort s. If  ∈ F→s then
A determines a point in As which may also be denoted A. An (S, F )-homomorphism
from one (S, F )-algebra A to another B is an S-indexed function h : A → B such that
hs(A(a)) = B(hw(a)) for each  ∈ Fw→s and a ∈ Aw. An (S, F )-homomorphism
h : A→ B is an (S, F )-isomorphism if and only if each function hs : As → Bs is bijective
(i.e., one-to-one and onto, in an older terminology). The category (class) of algebras of a
signature (S, F ) is denoted Alg(S, F ).
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An F-congruence on an (S, F )-algebra A is an S-sorted family of relations, ≡s on As ,
each of which is an equivalence relation, and which also satisfy the congruence property,
that given any  ∈ Fw→s and any a ∈ Aw, then A(a) ≡s A(a′) whenever a ≡w a′. 1
Given a signature morphism  : (S, F ) → (S′, F ′) and an (S′, F ′)-algebra A′, we can
deﬁne the reduct of A′ to (S, F ), denoted A′, or simply A′(S,F ) when  is an inclusion
of signatures, to have carriers A′(s) for s ∈ S, and to have operations (A′) = A′() for
 ∈ F . Then A′ is called an expansion of A along . Reducts can also be easily extended
to algebra homomorphisms.
For any signature (S, F ) and (S, F )-algebra A, let (S, FA) be the elementary extension
of (S, F ) via A which adds the elements of A as new constants, i.e. (FA)→s = F→s ∪ As
and (FA)w→s = Fw→s when w is not empty. Let AA denote the expansion of A to (S, FA)
interpreting each element of A by itself, i.e. (AA)a = a for each a ∈ A.
An F-term of sort t of sort s is an expression of the form (t1, . . . , tn), where  ∈ Fw→s
is an operation symbol and t1, . . . , tn are F-(sub)terms corresponding to the arity w. Any
F-term t of sort s gets interpreted as an element At ∈ As in an (S, F )-algebra A by
At = A(At1 , . . . , Atn). When each element a of A can be denoted as a = At for some
term t, then we call A a reachable algebra.
For any set X of new constants, called variables, the (F ∪ X)-terms can be regarded as
F-derived operations by deﬁning the arity ar(t) by the following procedure:
• consider the set var(t) ⊆ X of all variables occurring within t (we denote this by t[X]),
• transform var(t) into a string by ﬁxing an arbitrary order on this set, and
• ﬁnally, replace the variables in the string previously obtained by their sorts.
Any F-derived operation t with arity w and sort s determines a function At : Aw → As
such that for each string a of elements corresponding to ar(t), At(a) is the evaluation of
t in the expansion of A to F ∪ X which interprets the variables of X by the corresponding
elements of a.
An F-context c[z] is any F-term c with a marked variable z occurring only once in c.
Given a signature (S, F ), the set of (S, F )-sentences is the least set of sentences contain-
ing the (quantiﬁer-free) equations and which is closed under logical connectives (conjunc-
tion, disjunction, negation, implication, equivalence) and quantiﬁcation. An equation is an
equality t = t ′ between F-terms t and t ′. For any set X of variables for a signature (S, F ),
then, (∀X) is an (S, F )-sentence for each (S, F ∪X)-sentence . A similar deﬁnition can
be applied to the existential quantiﬁcation.
Given an algebraic signature morphism  : (S, F ) → (S′, F ′), each (S, F )-sentence
 can be translated to an (S′, F ′)-sentence ′, denoted (), by replacing any symbol of
(S, F ) from  by its corresponding symbol from (S′, F ′) given by . 2
The satisfaction between algebras and sentences is the Tarskian satisfaction deﬁned
inductively on the structure of sentences. Given a ﬁxed arbitrary signature (S, F ) and an
(S, F )-algebra A,
• A t = t ′ if At = At ′ for equations,
• A 1 ∧ 2 if A 1 and A 2, and similarly for the other logical connectives, and
1 Meaning ai ≡si a′i for i = 1, . . . , n, where w = s1, . . . , sn and a = (a1, . . . , an).
2 In the particular case of quantiﬁcations, notice that this changes the sorts of the variables.
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• for each (S, F ∪ X)-sentence A (∀X) if A′   for each expansion A′ of A along the
signature inclusion (S, F ) ↪→ (S, F ∪X).
2.2. Hidden algebra
Hidden algebra is the logical formalism underlying behavioural speciﬁcation. It extends
ordinary general algebra with sorts representing ‘states’ of objects, or abstract machines,
rather than data elements and also introduces a new satisfaction between algebras and sen-
tences, called ‘behavioural satisfaction’. In the literature there are several versions of hidden
algebra, with only slight technical differences between them [4,11,9]. In the following, we
review the basic concepts of hidden algebra.
A hidden algebraic signature (H, V, F, F b) consists of disjoint setsH of hidden sorts,V
of (ordinary) visible sorts, a set F of (H ∪V )-sorted operation symbols, and a distinguished
subset F b ⊆ F of behavioural operations. Behavioural operations are required to have at
least one hidden sort in their arity. An operation symbol which has visible arity and sort is
called data operation.
From a methodological perspective, the hidden sorts denote sets of ‘states of objects’,
the visible sorts denote data types, the operations  ∈ F bw→s can be thought as ‘methods’
whenever s is hidden, and as ‘attributes’ whenever s is visible.
An (H, V, F, F b)-algebra is just an (H∪V, F )-algebra.Given an (H, V, F, F b)-algebra
A, a hidden congruence∼ onA is just anF b-congruencewhich is identity on the visible sorts.
The largest hidden F-congruence∼A onA is called behavioural equivalence. The following
is probably the most fundamental result in hidden algebra, providing the foundations for
the so-called ‘coinduction’ proof method.
Theorem 1. Behavioural equivalence always exists.
Proof. The full proof of this result can be found in [9], and a slightly restricted form of hid-
den algebra in [4] also. Here, we review the main idea behind this proof. Let (H, V, F, F b)
be any hidden algebraic signature andA any (H, V, F, F b)-algebra. Let (H ∪V, FA) be the
elementary extension of (H ∪ V, F ) via A. Let z be a variable (new constant) and for each
element x ∈ A of the same sort as z, let AxA be the expansion of AA to (H ∪ V, FA ∪ {z})
such that (AxA)z = x.
Then for any elements a, a′ ∈ A (of the same sort),
a ∼A a′ if and only if (AaA)c = (Aa
′
A)c
for each visible sorted (H ∪ V, F bA ∪ {z})-context c. 
Hence, in order to prove by coinduction that two elements are behaviourally equivalent
it is enough to prove that they are congruent for some arbitrarily but conveniently chosen
hidden congruence.
An operation symbol  is coherent for an algebra A when it preserves the behavioural
equivalence, i.e.A(a) ∼A A(a′)whenever a ∼a a′ (possibly component-wise). Coherent
operations have been introduced in [4] which presents several speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation
methodologies related to coherence.
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A homomorphism of hidden algebras h : A → B for a signature (H, V, F, F b) is just
an (H ∪ V, F )-algebra homomorphism preserving the behavioural equivalence, i.e. such
that h(∼A) ⊆∼B .
A hidden algebra signature morphism  : (H, V, F, F b) → (H ′, V ′, F ′, F ′b) is a sig-
nature morphism (H ∪ V, F )→ (H ′ ∪ V ′, F ′) such that
• (V ) ⊆ V ′ and (H) ⊆ H ′,
• (F b) ⊆ F ′b and −1(F ′b) ⊆ F b, and
• F ′bw′→s′ ⊆ (F b) whenever w′ has a (hidden) sort in (H).
These conditions state that hidden sorted signature morphisms preserve visibility and invis-
ibility for both sorts and operations, and the object-oriented intuition behind the inclusion
F ′bw′→s′ ⊆ (F b) is the encapsulation of classes (in the sense that no new ‘methods’ or
‘attributes’ can be deﬁned on an imported class). 3 However, this last inclusion condition
applies only to the casewhen signaturemorphisms are used asmodule imports (the so-called
horizontal signature morphisms); when they model speciﬁcation reﬁnement this condition
might be dropped (this case may be called vertical signature morphism).
Algebra reducts along hidden algebra signature morphisms are instances of the ordinary
general algebra reducts along algebraic signature morphisms.
Given a hidden algebraic signature (H, V, F, F b), a behavioural equation t ∼ t ′ consists
of a pair of F-terms of the same sort. An (H, V, F, F b)-algebra A satisﬁes it, i.e.A t ∼ t ′,
when At ∼A At ′ .
Full ﬁrst-order behavioural sentences are constructed from strict and behavioural equa-
tions by iteration of logical connectives and ﬁrst-order quantiﬁcation in a manner similar
to the case of ordinary general algebra.
A behavioural theory (, E) consists of a hidden algebraic signature  and a set E
of -sentences. A theory morphism  : (, E) → (′, E′) is just a signature morphism
 : → ′ such that E′ (E). 4
An operation symbol  is coherent with respect to a theory (, E) when it is coherent in
each algebra of the theory.
2.3. Behavioural objects
By following the object-oriented interpretation of behavioural speciﬁcation, we can for-
mally deﬁne a concept of ‘behavioural object’:
Deﬁnition 2. A behavioural object B is a pair consisting of a behavioural theory ((HB, VB,
F bB, FB), EB) and a hidden sort hB ∈ HB such that each behavioural operation in F bB is
monadic, i.e. it has only one hidden sort in its domain.
The hidden sort hB denotes the (space of the) states of B. The visible sorted behavioural
operations on hB are called B-observations and the hB -sorted behavioural operations on
hB are called B-actions. The hB -sorted operations with a visible sorted domain are called
constant states. 5 For the sake of simplifying the notation, without loss of generality,
3 This has been ﬁrst formulated in [7]; for the model theoretic relevance of this condition see also [8].
4 Any hidden algebra satisfying E′ satisﬁes (E) too.
5 They should be considered as parameterised by the data arguments of the arity.
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we may assume that the arity of any behavioural operation of an object is of the form
hw with h hidden sort.
Deﬁnition 3. Given an object B, a derived behavioural operation is any derived operation
of the form (, t) such that  is a behavioural operation or a coherent operation with
respect to the behavioural object,  is a variable or a derived behavioural operation, and t is
an appropriate string of visible sorted terms.
The ‘implementations’ of objects are formally modelled by the concept of algebras of an
object.
Deﬁnition 4. For any behavioural object B, a B-algebra is just an algebra for the signature
of B satisfying the sentences EB of the theory of the object B. The class 6 of B-algebras is
denoted by Alg(B).
The following expresses the fact that any object is essentially deﬁned by its state space,
its actions, and the behavioural equivalence between the states.
Deﬁnition 5. Given an object B, two B-algebras A and A′ are equivalent, denoted A ≡ A′,
when
• they coincide on the data, i.e. A(VB,FVB ) = A′(VB,FVB ) where FVB is the set of all data
operation symbols in F,
• AhB = A′hB and ∼A=∼A′ (on the sort hB ), and• A = A′ for each B-action .
Notice that the equality between behavioural equivalences ∼A on A and ∼A′ on A′
contains the equality of the interpretations of the observations too.However, this formulation
avoids the potential troubles determined by possible lack of direct observations, i.e. cases
when the behavioural equivalence with the help of derived behavioural operations to the
visible (data) sorts.
Behavioural objects are equivalent when they admit the same ‘implementations’ modulo
equivalence:
Deﬁnition 6. Two behavioural objects B and B ′ are equivalent, denoted B ≡ B ′, when
there exists a pair of mappings 7  : Alg(B)→ Alg(B ′) and : Alg(B ′)→ Alg(B)which
are inverse to each other modulo algebra equivalence, i.e.A ≡ ((A)) for each B-algebra
A and A′ ≡ ((A′)) for each B ′-algebra A′.
Notice that this indeed deﬁnes an equivalence relation and that isomorphic objects are
equivalent.
6 Or category (see [14]) if we consider algebra homomorphisms too.
7 They may be considered functions when working with classes of algebras, and functors when working with
categories of algebras.
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3. The CafeOBJ notation
CafeOBJ (whose deﬁnition is given by [3] and logical foundations presented in [5]) is a
modern successor of the OBJ [10] language incorporating several new major developments
in algebraic speciﬁcation theory and practice.CafeOBJ is aimed to be an industrial strength
language, suitable both for researchers and practitioners.
Behavioural speciﬁcation might be the most distinctive feature of CafeOBJ within the
broad family of algebraic speciﬁcation languages. This is incorporated into the design of
the language in a rather direct way.CafeOBJmethodologies introduce a graphical notation
extending the classical ADJ-diagram notation for data types to behavioural objects in which
G1: Sorts are represented by ellipsoidal discs with visible (data) sorts represented in white
and hidden (state) sorts represented in grey, and
G2: Operations are represented by multi-source arrows with the monadic part from the
hidden sort thickened in case of actions and observations.
Asan example let us consider the signature of a bank account behavioural objectACCOUNT
which uses a pre-deﬁned data type of natural numbers (represented in this ﬁgure by the sort
Nat and in the equations below by the operations 0, _ + _, and the binary predicates <=







and with the following universally quantiﬁed equations:
eq balance(init-account ) = 0 .
eq balance(deposit (A, N )) = balance(A) + N .
ceq balance(withdraw (A, N )) = balance(A) − N if N <= balance(A) .
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ceq balance(withdraw (A, N )) = balance(A) if N > balance(A) .
Notice that the last two equations are conditional, i.e. they are universally quantiﬁed impli-
cations between a condition and an equation. In this example the conditions are just binary
relations; however, inCafeOBJ they are just Boolean-valued terms. In the absence of a pre-
deﬁnedBoolean-valued data type, a condition of a conditional equation can be considered as
a quantiﬁer-free formula formed fromequations by iterative applications of conjunction, dis-
junction, and negation. Notice that we can easily prove 8 that in anyACCOUNT-algebraA,
a ∼A a′ if and only if Abalance(a) = Abalance(a′).
A more sophisticated example is provided by a behavioural object of sets BSET in which
the sets of elements appear as states of this object. The signature of BSET is given by the
diagram below which uses a sort Elt for elements of sets and a pre-deﬁned Boolean type









Notice that there is only one behavioural operation, the membership observation _in_. The
operation {_} standing for regarding elements as singleton sets, the operation _U_ standing
for union of sets, and _-_ standing for the difference between sets are not speciﬁed as
behavioural. The equations are as follows:
eq E in empty = false .
eq E in {E′ } = (E == E′) .
eq E in (S U S′) = (E in S) or (E in S′) .
eq E in (S - S′) = (E in S) and not (E in S′) .
Notice that the behavioural equivalence is given by the element membership observation
only and that in all algebras the interpretation of the other operations preserves
the behavioural equivalence; hence, these operations are coherent with respect to this
speciﬁcation.
8 We ﬁrst show that equality under balance is a hidden congruence by proving it is preserved by deposit
and withdraw, and then we can notice that it is the largest because each hidden congruent element should be
equal under balance.
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The reader is invited to compare the level of complexity of the behavioural speciﬁcation
of sets with that of the classical data-type speciﬁcation based on initial semantics. This gap
in favour of the behavioural style is even larger in the case of proofs, such as distributivity
of the set difference _-_ over the set union _U_, which is almost trivial by coinduction,
but requires a rather complex induction proof for the corresponding data-type speciﬁcation
based on initial semantics.
4. Hierarchical object composition
4.1. General considerations
Our methodology for behavioural object composition has been deﬁned informally within
the framework of theCafeOBJ language [3,13]. Here by formally deﬁning composition op-
erations on behavioural objects (see Deﬁnition 2), we can export theCafeOBJ behavioural
object composition methodology to any speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation language implement-
ing a form of behavioural logic close to our hidden algebra formalism.
Our behavioural object composition methodology is hierarchical since the composition
of behavioural objects yields another behavioural object in the sense of Deﬁnition 2, which
can be used further for another composition. For example, we may compose bank account
objects for getting systems of accounts for banks as objects, and then on a higher layer we
may also compose systems of accounts into a network of banks.




Object CObject D Object E
base level objects
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In the above UML ﬁgure, B is composed of D and E, A of B and C. The non-compound
objects (i.e., objects with no components) are called base-level objects. A composition is
represented in UML by lines tipped by diamonds, and if necessary, qualiﬁed by the numbers
of components (1 for one and * for many).
Projection operations from the hidden sort of the states of the compound object to the
hidden sorts of the states of the component objects constitute the main technical concept
underlying theCafeOBJ composition method; projection operations are related to the lines
of UML ﬁgures. Projection operations are subject to several mathematical conditions which
will be formally clariﬁed later. These are in essence as follows:
(1) all actions of all components are represented by actions at the level of the compound
object via projection operations,
(2) each observation of the compound object is related via the projection operations to an
observation of some component, and
(3) each constant state of the compound object is projected to a constant state on each
component.
In the compound objects, we only deﬁne communication between the components; this
means that the only equations at the level of the speciﬁcation of the compound objects
are the ones relating the actions and observations of the compound objects to those of the
components as described above. The equations for the projection operations are strict rather
than behavioural; however, because the proper equality on the hidden sorts is the behavioural
equivalence, we may also deﬁne them behaviourally without affecting our semantics and
methodology.
The components of a compound object are connected in parallel if there is no synchroni-
sation between them. In order to deﬁne the concept of synchronisation, we have to introduce
the concept of action group:
Deﬁnition 7. Two actions of a compound object are in the same action group when they
change the state of the same component object via a projection operation.
Synchronisation appears when:
• there exists an overlap between some action groups, in the sense that some action of the
compound object is projected to at least two components affecting their state changing
simultaneously, or
• the projected state of the compound object (via a projection operation) depends on the
state of a different (from the object corresponding to the projection operation) component.
The ﬁrst case is sometimes called broadcasting and the second case is sometimes called
client–server computing. In the unsynchronised case, we have full concurrency between all
the components, which means that all the actions of the compound object can be applied
concurrently; therefore, the components can be implemented as distributed processes or
concurrent processeswithmulti-threadswhich are based on asynchronous communications.
In the case of synchronised compositions, the equations for the projected actions are con-
ditional rather than unconditional. Informally, their conditions are subject to the following
conditions:
• each condition is equivalent to a quantiﬁer-free formula formed from equations by
iteration of negation, conjunction, and disjunction, the terms in the equations being
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compositions between a projection and a composition chain of actions/observations (at
the level of the component) or terms in the data signature, and
• the conditions corresponding to a projected action are disjoint (i.e. their conjunction is
false) and their disjunction is true.
4.2. Parallel composition
Parallel composition (i.e. without synchronisation) is the most fundamental form of be-
havioural object composition.As an examplewe consider a very simple bank account system
which consists of ﬁxed numbers of individual accounts; let us actually consider the case
of just two accounts. The speciﬁcation of an account can be obtained just by renaming the
speciﬁcation ACCOUNT of a counter object with natural numbers. In CafeOBJ notation
this is achieved as follows.
mod* ACCOUNT1 { protecting(ACCOUNT *{ hsort Account -> Account1,
op init-account -> init-account1 })}
mod* ACCOUNT2 { protecting(ACCOUNT *{ hsort Account -> Account2,
op init-account -> init-account2 })}
We then compose these two account objects as in the following double ﬁgure containing
both the UML and the CafeOBJ graphical 9 representation of this composition, where
deposit1 and withdraw1 are the actions for the ﬁrst account, balance1 is the observation
for the ﬁrst account, account1 is the projection operation for the ﬁrst account, and de-
posit2, withdraw2, balance2, and account2 are the corresponding actions, observation,


























The equations for this parallel composition are as follows:
eq balance1(AS) = balance(account1(AS)) .
eq balance2(AS) = balance(account2(AS)) .
eq account1(init-account-sys) = init-account1 .
9 The CafeOBJ graphical representation corresponds to the module deﬁning this object composition rather
than to the “ﬂattened” speciﬁcation; hence, the operations of the components are not included in the ﬁgure.
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eq account1(deposit1(AS, N )) = deposit (account1(AS), N ) .
eq account1(deposit2(AS, N )) = account1(AS) .
eq account1(withdraw1(AS, N )) = withdraw (account1(AS), N ) .
eq account1(withdraw2(AS, N )) = account1(AS) .
eq account2(init-account-sys) = init-account2 .
eq account2(deposit1(AS, N )) = account2(AS) .
eq account2(deposit2(AS, N )) = deposit (account2(AS), N ) .
eq account2(withdraw1(AS, N )) = account2(AS) .
eq account2(withdraw2(AS, N )) = withdraw (account2(AS), N ) .
Notice that besides the ﬁrst two equations relating the observations, respectively, the con-
stants, on the compound object to those on the components, the other equations relate the
actions of the account system to the actions of the components. Note that the actions cor-
responding to one component do not change the state of the second component (via the
projection operation); hence, this composition does not have any communication or syn-
chronisation between the components. In fact, these equations expressing the concurrency
of composition need not be speciﬁed by the user; in their absence they may be gener-
ated internally by the system, thus reducing the speciﬁcation of the composition to the
essential information which should be provided by the user. In principle, the information
provided by the user consists of the speciﬁcations of observations and of the state con-
stants which are essentially abbreviations of those of the components via the projection
operations.
The following provides a formal deﬁnition for parallel composition of behavioural
objects.
Deﬁnition 8. A behavioural object B is a parallel composition of behavioural objects B1
and B2 when
• HB = HB1 unionmultiHB2 unionmulti {hB}, 10• VB = VB1 ∪ VB2 ,• (FB)w→s = (FB1)w→s ∪ (FB2)w→s when all sorts in ws are visible,• (FB)w→s = (FBi )w→s when ws contains hidden sorts from HBi only, for i ∈ {1, 2},
• (FB)w→s = ∅ when ws contains hidden sorts from both HB1 and HB2 only,• (FB)hB→hBi = {i} for i ∈ {1, 2},• (FB)hBw→hB = {i |  ∈ (FBi )hBi w→hBi Bi-action, i ∈ {1, 2}},
• the behavioural operations F bB are those from F bB1 and F bB2 , 1, 2, and the actions and
the observations on hB , and
• EB = EB1 ∪ EB2 ∪{(∀{x} ∪W)i (i (x,W)) = (i (x),W) |  Bi-action, i ∈ {1, 2}}
∪ {(∀{x} ∪W)j (i (x,W)) = j (x) |  Bi-action {i, j} = {1, 2}}
∪ {e() |  B-observation} ∪⋃c B-state constantE(c)
where e() is any derived observational deﬁnition of  and E(c) is any derived constant
set of deﬁnitions for c.
10 We denote the disjoint union by unionmulti.
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For each B-observation  we say that an equation (∀{x} ∪W)(x,W) = [i (x),W ]
is a derived observational deﬁnition of  when i ∈ {1, 2} and where  is a visible sorted
derived behavioural Bi-operation.
For each B-state constant c we say that E(c) = {i (c) = ci | ci a Bi-state constant i ∈
{1, 2}} is a derived constant set of deﬁnitions for c.
Let us denote byB1‖B2 the class of behavioural objectsBwhich are parallel compositions
of behavioural objects B1 and B2.
Notice that this deﬁnition can be easily extended to any ﬁnite number of objects. Although
this deﬁnition might seem quite complex at ﬁrst glance, in fact, it is just a mathematical
formulation of some simple ideas:
• a parallel composition puts together the component objects by sharing the data parts but
keeping the hidden parts separate;
• adds a new hidden sort for the states of the compound object;
• for each component object action, we add a corresponding compound action (on the
newly introduced hidden sort) and an equation involving the corresponding projection
which expresses the relationship between them;
• wewrite equations expressing the fact each compound object action affects only the states
of its corresponding component;
• each compound object observation is speciﬁed as an abbreviation of a component object
observation; and
• each compound object state constant is projected to a state constant on each component.
A related study of parallel composition but within a more restricted hidden algebra frame-
work has been deﬁned in [8]. The main difference is that that approach uses speciﬁcation
morphisms rather than projection operations. More precisely, given two objects, their par-
allel composition is another object together with speciﬁcation morphisms from each of the
components to the compound object mapping the states of the components as states of the
compound object. Onemay say that the approach of [8] is in contrast to ours in the sense that
it ‘injects’ the components into the compound object rather than ‘projecting’ the compound
object to the components.
The following shows that in the case of parallel composition without synchronisation,
the behavioural equivalence on the compound object is compositional with respect to the
behavioural equivalences of its components.
Proposition 9. For any behavioural objects B1 and B2, for each parallel composition
B ∈ B1‖B2, we have that
a ∼A a′ if and only if A1(a) ∼A1 A1(a′) and A2(a) ∼A2 A2(a′)
for each B-algebra A, elements a, a′ ∈ AhB , and where Ai = ABi for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. We deﬁne a many-sorted equivalence relation ≡ on A by
• on the sort hB , a ≡ a′ if and only if Ai (a) ∼Ai Ai (a′) for i ∈ {1, 2},
• for each i ∈ {1, 2}, ≡ is just ∼Ai on each hidden sort in HBi , and
• ≡ is the equality on each visible sort.
We prove that ≡ is a hidden F bB -congruence.
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Firstly notice that≡ is preserved by the operations in F bB1 ∪F bB2 because the behavioural
equivalences ∼Ai are hidden congruences.
Secondly, notice that by deﬁnition ≡ is preserved by the interpretations of the pro-
jections i .
Now let a, a′ ∈ AhB such that a ≡ a′. Consider i any B-action. For each appropriately
sorted (typed) listW of data elements of A, Ai (a,W) ≡ Ai (a′,W) because
• (Ai) preserves ∼Ai and Ai (Ai (x,W)) = (Ai)(Ai (x),W) for each x ∈ AhB , and
• for j = i, Aj (Ai (x,W)) = Aj (x) for each x ∈ AhB .
For each B-observation , because A e(), we have that A(x,W) = (Ai)(Ai (x),W)
for each x ∈ AhB and each appropriately sorted (typed) list of data elements W. Since
Ai (a) ∼Ai Ai (a′) (following from a ≡ a′) and because  is a derived Bi-observation,
it follows that A(a,W) = A(a′,W).
Now consider another hidden F bB -congruence ≡′. Since its reduct to Bi is a hidden F bBi -
congruence, we have that ≡′⊆∼ on each component hidden sort in HBi .
For any element a, a′ ∈ AhB , a ≡′ a′ implies that Ai (a) ≡′ Ai (a′) for each i ∈
{1, 2}, which further implies that Ai (a) ∼Ai Ai (a′) since ∼Ai is the largest hidden F bBi -
congruence. This means a ≡ a′, which resumes the argument for the fact that ≡ is the
largest hidden congruence, and hence it is the behavioural equivalence ∼. 
The following shows that parallel composition is unique up to object equivalence.
Proposition 10. Let B1 and B2 be behavioural objects. Then all B,B ′ ∈B1‖B2 have iso-
morphic classes of algebras.
Proof. The isomorphism  : Alg(B)→ Alg(B ′) is deﬁned on any B-algebra A by
• (A)hB′ = AhB and(A)s = As for any visible sort s or any hidden sort s inHB1 unionmultiHB2 ,• (A) = A for each Bi-operation,
• (A)′i = Ai , i ∈ {1, 2}, for the projections, 11 and
• (A)B′i = ABi for each Bi-action .
12
The above deﬁnitions uniquely determine (A) because the interpretations of the observa-
tions, respectively, of the state constants c, on the compound objects are strictly determined
by the interpretations of the observations, respectively, of the state constants, of the com-
ponents by e(), respectively, E(c).
Let the inverse for  from Alg(B ′) to Alg(B) be deﬁned in a manner similar to .
The deﬁnition of  extends easily from algebras to algebra homomorphisms. Also, by
Proposition 9 we can notice easily that pairs of elements are behaviourally equivalent inA if
and only if they are behaviourally equivalent in(A) too. This shows that the isomorphism
 is a functor. 
Corollary 11. For all behavioural objects B1 and B2, all B,B ′ ∈ B1‖B2 are equivalent
objects, i.e. B ≡ B ′.
11 Here i denote the projections of B and ′i the projections of B ′.
12 Here B
i
denotes the B-action corresponding to  and B′
i
the B ′-action corresponding to .
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Notice that we cannot expect two parallel compositions to be isomorphic (as theories)
because observations on the compound objects can be deﬁned differently; hence, their
signatures need not be isomorphic.
Deﬁnition 12. Let B ∈ B1‖B2 and letAi be algebras of Bi for i ∈ {1, 2} such that they are
consistent on the common data part. 13 A B-algebra A expandsA1 andA2 whenABi = Ai
for each i ∈ {1, 2}. A B-algebra homomorphism f : A → A′ expands A1 and A2 when
f Bi = 1Ai for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
The following shows that parallel composition admits ﬁnal semantics:
Theorem 13. Let B ∈ B1‖B2 and let Ai be algebras of Bi for i ∈ {1, 2} such that they are
consistent on the common data part. Then there exists a B-algebra A expanding A1 and A2
such that for any other B-algebra A′ expanding A1 and A2 there exists a unique B-algebra
homomorphism A′ → A expanding A1 and A2.
Proof. Since this proof is an instance of the proof of Theorem 17, here we present only the
main constructions.
The ﬁnal algebra A is essentially deﬁned by
• ABi = Ai for i ∈ {1, 2},• AhB = AhB1 × AhB2 , i.e. the set of pairs of elements from AhB1 and AhB2 ,• Ai (〈a1, a2〉) = ai for i ∈ {1, 2},
• A1(〈a1, a2〉) = 〈(A1)(a1), a2〉 for each B1-action , and• A2(〈a1, a2〉) = 〈a1, (A2)(a2)〉 for each B2-action .
Then the unique B-algebra homomorphism f : A′ → A is deﬁned by f (a′) = 〈A′1(a′),
A′2(a
′)〉 for each element a′ ∈ A′hB . 
Parallel composition has several expected semantic properties such as associativity and
commutativity.
Theorem 14. For all behavioural objects B1, B2, and B3
(1) B1‖B2 = B2‖B1, and
(2) B(12)3 ≡ B1(23) for all B(12)3 ∈ B12‖B3 and all B1(23) ∈ B1‖B23, where Bij is any
composition in Bi‖Bj .
Proof. Notice that commutativity follows trivially directly from the deﬁnition since the
order between the components is immaterial.
In order to show the associativity we deﬁne a functor  : Alg(B(12)3) → Alg(B1(23))
such that for each B(12)3-algebra A we have
• (A)1(23)=A(12)3, for any Mk that represents an abbreviation of MhBk where M∈{A,(A)},
• (A)B23 is the ﬁnal B23-algebra expanding AB2 and AB3 ,• (A)′23(x) = 〈A2(A12(x)), A3(x)〉 for each x ∈ A(12)3,
13 A1(V ,FV ) = A2(V ,FV ) where V = VB1 ∩VB2 andFV is the set of all data operation symbols inFB1 ∩FB2 .
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• (A)′1 = A1(A12(x)) for each x ∈ A(12)3,• ((A))1 = A(1)12 for each B1-action ,• ((A))(2)23 = A(2)12 for each B2-action , and• ((A))(3)23 = A3 for each B3-action ,
where the projections , ′ are as shown in the UML diagram below:
B1(23)
π'23







B1  B2  B3
π1 π2
π3
Because of the derived observational deﬁnitions, respectively the derived deﬁnitions for the
state constants, the interpretations of theB1(23)-observations, respectively of theB1(23)-state
constants, on (A) are determined uniquely by the interpretations of the Bi-observations,
respectively of the Bi-state constants, on ABi , for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The inverse functor  : Alg(B1(23))→ Alg(B(12)3) is deﬁned in a manner similar to .
For each B(12)3-algebra A′,
• (A′)(12)3 = A′1(23),
• (A′)B12 is the ﬁnal B12-algebra expanding A′B1 and A′B2 ,• (A′)12(x) = 〈A′′1(x), A
′
′2
(A′′23(x))〉 for each x ∈ A
′
1(23),
• (A′)3 = A′′3(A
′
23(x)) for each x ∈ A′1(23),
• ((A′))(1)12 = A′1 for each B1-action ,• ((A′))(2)12 = A′(2)23 for each B2-action , and• ((A′))3 = A(3)23 for each B3-action .
Similar to the case of , the interpretations of the observations and of the state constants
at the level of the compound object are uniquely determined by those at the level of the
components.
By Proposition 9 two elements in A, A′, (A) or (A′) are behaviourally equivalent if
and only if they are behaviourally equivalent via the projections on each of the components.
This shows that ∼A=∼((A)) and ∼A′=∼((A′)).
Now we have everything necessary for resuming that  and  deﬁne an equivalence
between B1(23) and B(12)3. 
It is interesting to notice that the associativity of parallel composition holdsmodulo object
equivalence rather than object isomorphism. The latter cannot be expected since this would
require for a potential object isomorphism B(12)3 → B1(23) to map hB12 to hB23 .
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4.3. Dynamic composition
In this section, we extend the parallel object composition deﬁned above to dynamic
composition allowing a variable number of component objects. As an example, let us extend
the previous bank account system example to support an arbitrary number of accounts
as a dynamically created object ACCOUNT-SYS. The accounts are created or deleted
dynamically, so we call such an architecture pattern dynamic composition and we call the
objects composed dynamically as dynamic objects.
The actions add-account and del-account maintain the user accounts. add-account
creates accounts while del-account deletes the accounts; both of them are parameterised
by the user identiﬁers UID (represented by the sort UId). Each of deposit and withdraw
are also parameterised by the user identiﬁers. Most notably, the projection operation for
ACCOUNT is also parameterised by UID. The structure of the new bank account system





















Finally, the equations relate the actions of ACCOUNT-SYS to those of ACCOUNT via
the projection operation only when they correspond to the speciﬁed user account. In order
to handle the deletion of accounts, we need to enhance the (component) object ACCOUNT
with a constant no-account representing the (error) state of non-existence of an account.
Here is the essential part of the CafeOBJ equations for the dynamic system of accounts
speciﬁcation:
ceq account (add-account (AS, U ′), U ) = init-account if U == U ′ .
ceq account (add-account (AS, U ′), U ) = account (AS, U ) if U =/= U ′ .
ceq account (del-account (AS, U ′), U ) = no-account if U == U ′ .
ceq account (del-account (AS, U ′), U ) = account (AS, U ) if U =/= U ′ .
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ceq account (deposit (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = deposit (account (AS, U ), N )
if U == U ′ .
ceq account (deposit (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U ) if U =/= U ′ .
ceq account (withdraw (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = withdraw (account (AS, U ), N )
if U == U ′ .
ceq account (withdraw (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U ) if U =/= U ′ .
Notice that dynamic object compositions generalise the ordinary projections to projections
which are parameterised by the data types (UId ) and also that dynamic compound objects
might add new actions (such as add-account and del-account ) which do not correspond
to actions of the components.
One can provide a formal deﬁnition for homogeneous dynamic object composition, in
which all components are equal. However, since this case is covered by the more general
synchronised parallel composition deﬁned below, we omit this here.
4.4. Synchronised parallel composition
In this section we deﬁne the most general form of object composition in our approach.
This supports dynamic compositions and synchronisation both in the broadcasting and
client–server computing forms.
As an example, let us add to the parallel system of two accounts speciﬁed above a
transfer action (denoted transfer ) from the ﬁrst account to the second one. This is of course














and the equations for the transfer are as follows:
eq account1(transfer (AS, N )) = withdraw (account1(AS), N ) .
ceq account2(transfer (AS, N )) = account2(AS) if N > balance1(AS) .
ceq account2(transfer (AS, N )) = deposit (account2(AS), N )
if N <= balance1(AS) .
This example of transfer between accounts, although very simple, contains both the
broadcasting and the client–server computing cases. Broadcasting appears because the
transfer changes the states of both account components. Client–server computing
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appears because transfer is related to deposit of ACCOUNT2 by using the information of
ACCOUNT1.
The following is the formal deﬁnition of composition with synchronisation generalising
Deﬁnition 8 (of parallel composition without synchronisation).
Deﬁnition 15. Abehavioural objectB is a synchronised composition of behavioural objects
B1 and B2 when
• HB = HB1 unionmultiHB2 unionmulti {hB},• VB ⊇ VB1 ∪ VB2 ,• (FB)w→s ⊇ (FB1)w→s ∪ (FB2)w→s when all sorts in ws are visible,• (FB)w→s = (FBi )w→s when ws contains hidden sorts from HBi only, for i ∈ {1, 2},
• (FB)w→s = ∅ when ws contains hidden sorts from both HB1 and HB2 only,• for each i ∈ {1, 2}, there exists a uniquewi string of visible sorts, such that (FB)hBwi→hBi
is not empty, and it contains only one operation symbol i ,
• (FB)hBw→hB ⊇ {i |  ∈ (FBi )hBi w→hBi Bi-action, i ∈ {1, 2}}
• the behavioural operations F bB of FB are those from F bB1 and F bB2 , 1, 2, and the actions
and the observations on hB , and
• EB = EB1 ∪EB2 ∪
⋃




where E is any complete set of derived action deﬁnitions for , e() is any derived obser-
vational deﬁnition for , and E(c) is any derived constant set of deﬁnitions for c.
For any B-action , {(∀{x} ∪W ∪Wi) i ((x,W),Wi) = i,k[x,W,Wi] if Ci,k[x,
W,Wi] | i,k term, i ∈ {1, 2}, k ∈ {1, . . . , ni}} is a complete set of derived action deﬁni-
tions for  when
(1) each i,k[x,W,Wi] is an hBi -sorted term of behavioural or coherent Bi-operations
applied either to i (x,Wi) or to a Bi-state constant, and
(2) each Ci,k[x,W,Wi] is a quantiﬁer-free formula formed by iterations of negations,
conjunctions, and disjunctions, from equations formed by terms which are either data
signature terms or visible sorted terms of the form c[j (x,Wj )] for c some derived
behavioural Bj -operation withWj ⊆ W ∪Wi , {i, j} = {1, 2} and such that
(2.1) the disjunction (∀{x} ∪ W ∪ Wi) ∨{Ci,k | k ∈ {1, . . . , ni}} is true for each
i ∈ {1, 2}, and
(2.2) for a given i, the conditions Ci,k are disjoint, i.e. (∀{x} ∪W ∪Wi) Ci,k ∧ Ci,k′
is false whenever k = k′.
Let us denote by B1 ⊗ B2 the class of behavioural objects B which are synchronised
compositions of behavioural objects B1 and B2.
Notice that in the case of composition with synchronisation
• We may also allow on the compound object actions (transfer ) other than those of the
components, and
• The speciﬁcation of the compound object actions for each of the components is relaxed
to (possibly) parameterised actions and a complete set of derived actions deﬁnitions,
rather than being speciﬁed rigidly as in Deﬁnition 8 of composition without synchroni-
sation.
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Themeaning of condition (2.1) is that of completeness in the sense that all cases are covered,
while the meaning of (2.2) is that of non-ambiguity in the sense that each case falls exactly
within the scope of only one conditional equation. 14
The above deﬁnition for composition with synchronisation can be extended easily to the
case of any ﬁnite number of objects.
Notice that the example of the dynamic account system presented above is a special case
of Deﬁnition 15.
The approach of [8] deals with synchronisation by specifying it as a special speciﬁcation
which is shared by the synchronised components.
The following result showing that the behavioural equivalence on the compound object
is compositional with respect to the behavioural equivalences of its components extends
Proposition 9.
Theorem 16. For any behavioural objects B1 and B2, for each composition with synchro-
nisation B ∈ B1 ⊗ B2, we have that
a ∼A a′ if and only if (∀Wi)Ai (a,Wi) ∼Ai Ai (a′,Wi) for i ∈ {1, 2}
for each B-algebra A, elements a, a′ ∈ AhB , and where Ai = ABi for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. This proof just extends the proof of Proposition 9 to the general case of composition
with synchronisation.
We therefore deﬁne a many-sorted equivalence relation ≡ on A by
• on the sort hB , a ≡ a′ if and only if (∀Wi)Ai (a,Wi) ∼Ai Ai (a′,Wi) for i ∈ {1, 2},
• for each i ∈ {1, 2}, ≡ is just ∼Ai on each hidden sort in HBi , and
• ≡ is the equality on each visible sort.
and show that ≡ is a hidden F bB -congruence.
We can see that≡ is preserved by all behavioural operations besides the B-actions by the
same arguments as those from the proof of Proposition 9. Thus, let us consider a B-action
 ∈ (F bB)hBw→hB . We have to show that A(a,W) ≡ A(a′,W) whenever a ≡ a′ and
for all lists W of arguments appropriate for the arity w. By deﬁnition this is equivalent to
showing that
Ai (A(a,W),Wi) ∼Ai Ai (A(a′,W),Wi)
for each i ∈ {1, 2}, for all listsWi of arguments appropriate for wi , where hBwi is the arity
of i .
Because a ≡ a′, because of the deﬁnition of≡, and because of the form of the conditions
Ci,k , we have that the evaluations of the terms within C
i
,k give the same values for both a
and a′. Therefore Ci,k(a,W,Wi) and C
i
,k(a
′,W,Wi) have the same truth value for each
component i and each 1 ≤ k ≤ ni . This means that there exists a unique k such that
Ai (A(x,W),Wi) = (Ai)i,k (x,W,Wi) for both x ∈ {a, a
′}. Because i,k is an hBi -
sortedBi-term t (x,W) formed of behavioural or coherent operations (hence t preserves the
14 The currentCafeOBJ system does not check either of them; however, it is not difﬁcult to extend it with a tool
implementing such a capability.
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behavioural equivalence∼Ai ) applied either to i (x,Wi) or to a Bi-state constant, we may
deduce that (Ai)i,k (a,W,Wi) ∼Ai (Ai)i,k (a
′,W,Wi), which shows that ≡ is preserved
by .
We may repeat the argument of the proof of Proposition 9 for showing that ≡ is the
largest hidden congruence on B; hence, it is the behavioural equivalence ∼A. 
Our object composition with synchronisation has ﬁnal semantics shown by the result
below which generalises Theorem 13:
Theorem 17. Let B ∈ B1 ⊗ B2 and let Ai be algebras of Bi for i ∈ {1, 2} and AV be an
algebra for the data part of B such that they are consistent on the common data part. Then
there exists a B-algebra A expanding A1, A2, and AV such that for any other B-algebra
A′ expanding A1, A2, and AV there exists a unique B-algebra homomorphism A′ → A
expanding A1, A2, and AV .
Proof. The ﬁnal B-algebra A expanding A1, A2, and AV is deﬁned by
• AhB = [(A1)w1 → (A1)hB1 ] × [(A2)w2 → (A2)hB2 ] where hBwi is the arity of the
projection i , for each i ∈ {1, 2}, and [(Ai)wi → (Ai)hBi ] is the set of all functions
(A1)wi → (A1)hBi ,• Ai (〈g1, g2〉,Wi) = gi(Wi) for each i ∈ {1, 2},
• for each B-action , let A(〈g1, g2〉,W) = 〈g′1, g′2〉 such that for each i ∈ {1, 2},
g′i (Wi) = (Ai)i,k (gi(Wi),W) when C
i
,k(gi(Wi),W) is true,
• for each B-observation , A(〈g1, g2〉,W) = (Ai)(gi(Wi),W) where its derived ob-
servational deﬁnition e() is (∀{x} ∪W)(x,W) = (i (x,Wi),W), and
• for eachB-state constant c,Ac = 〈g1, g2〉 such that for each i ∈ {1, 2},gi(Wi) = (Ai)cWi ,
where E(c) = {i (c,Wi) = cWi | i ∈ {1, 2},Wi ∈ Awi } is a derived set of constant
deﬁnitions for c.
By this deﬁnition, A is indeed a B-algebra.
Given another B-algebra A′ expanding A1, A2, and AV , the unique B-algebra homo-
morphism f : A′ → A expanding A1, A2, and AV is deﬁned for each a′ ∈ A′hB by
f (a′) = 〈ga′1 , ga
′
2 〉 where ga
′
i (Wi) = A′i (a′,Wi) for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
The uniqueness of f follows from the homomorphism property for the projections. The
homomorphism property of f for the other operations can be checked by rather straightfor-
ward calculations. We will focus here only the most complex case, that of the B-actions,
leaving the cases of the B-observations and of the B-state constants as an exercise for the
interested reader.
Let  be any B-action and let us denote f (A′(a′,W)) by 〈g1, g2〉 and A(f (a′),W) by
〈g′1, g′2〉.We have to show that gi(Wi) = g′i (Wi) for each i ∈ {1, 2} and each appropriate list
of argumentsWi . Let Ci,k be the true condition for a′,W, andWi . On the one hand we have
that gi(Wi) = A′i (A′(a′,W),Wi) = (Ai)i,k (y,W) where y is either the interpretation
of a Bi-state constant or A′i (a






(y,W); therefore, gi(Wi) = g′i (Wi).
The fact that f preserves the behavioural equivalence follows by applying the composi-
tionality Theorem 16. 
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5. Compositionality of veriﬁcations
In object-oriented programming, reusability of the source code is important, but in
object-oriented speciﬁcation, reusability of the proofs is also very important because of
the complexity of the veriﬁcation process. Our approach supports reusability of proofs by
the compositionality Theorem 16. We devote this section to the development of an example
illustrating the methodology of application of Theorem 16.
Let us specify a dynamic bank account system having a user management mechanism
given by a user database (USER-DB)which enables queryingwhether an user alreadyhas an
account in the bank account system. The users’ database is obtained just by reusing (renam-
ing) the behavioural sets object BSET and two of its sorts. The standard deposit (AS,U,N )
andwithdraw (AS,U,N ) actions are parameterised by the usersU and the amount of money
N in the style of the example developed in the section above on dynamic composition. We
also consider a transfer action (denoted transfer (AS,U,U ′,N )) whose meaning is that of
transfer of amount N from the account of the user U to the account of the user U ′.
mod* USER-DB { protecting(BSET *{ hsort BSet -> UserDB, hsort Elt -> UId})}





























and here are the CafeOBJ equations for the projection operation for UserDB:
eq user-db(add-account (AS, U )) = {U} U user-db(AS) .
eq user-db(del-account (AS, U )) = user-db(AS) - {U} .
eq user-db(transfer (AS, U, U ′, N )) = user-db(AS) .
eq user-db(deposit (AS, U, N )) = user-db(AS) .
eq user-db(withdraw (AS, U, N )) = user-db(AS) .
The following is the CafeOBJ code for the equations for the projection operation for
Account:
ceq account (add-account (AS, U ′), U ) = init-account
if (U == U ′) and not (U in user-db(AS)) .
ceq account (add-account (AS, U ′), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U =/= U ′) or (U in user-db(AS)) .
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ceq account (del-account (AS, U ′), U ) = no-account
if (U == U ′) .
ceq account (del-account (AS, U ′), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U =/= U ′) .
ceq account (transfer (AS, U ′, U ′′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U ′ == U ′′) .
ceq account (transfer (AS, U ′, U ′′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U ′ =/= U ′′) and (U ′ =/= U ) and (U ′′ =/= U ) .
ceq account (transfer (AS, U ′, U ′′, N ), U ) = withdraw (account (AS, U ), N )
if (U ′ =/= U ′′) and (U ′ == U )
ceq account (transfer (AS, U ′, U ′′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U ′ =/= U ′′) and (U ′′ == U ) and (balance(account (AS, U ′)) < N ) .
ceq account (transfer (AS, U ′, U ′′, N ), U ) = deposit (account (AS, U ), N )
if (U ′ =/= U ′′) and (U ′′ == U ) and (N <= balance(account (AS, U ′))) .
ceq account (deposit (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = deposit (account (AS, U ), N )
if (U == U ′) .
ceq account (deposit (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U =/= U ′) .
ceq account (withdraw (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = withdraw (account (AS, U ), N )
if (U == U ′) .
ceq account (withdraw (AS, U ′, N ), U ) = account (AS, U )
if (U =/= U ′) .
By iterative application of Theorem 16, in the case of a hierarchic object composition, the
behavioural equivalence for the whole system is just the conjunction of the behavioural
equivalences of the base-level objects, which are generally rather simple.
For example, the behavioural equivalence for the bank account system is a conjunction
of the behavioural equivalence Account (indexed by the user identiﬁers) and UserDB, and
these two are checked automatically by the CafeOBJ system. This means that behavioural
proofs for the bank account system are almost automatic, without having to go through the
usual coinduction process. Therefore, the behavioural equivalence _R[_]_ of AccountSys
can be speciﬁed by the following CafeOBJ code:
mod BEQ-ACCOUNT-SYSTEM { protecting(ACCOUNT-SYSTEM)
op _R[_]_ : AccountSys UId AccountSys -> Bool
vars AS1 AS2 : AccountSys
var U : UId
eq AS1 R[U] AS2 = account (AS1, U ) =b= account (AS2, U ) and
user-db(AS1) =b= user-db(AS2) . }
Notice the use of the parameterised relation for handling the conjunction indexed by the user
identiﬁers. We also use =b= to denote the behavioural equivalence on the components. We
may recall that the deﬁnition of =b= for ACCOUNT is just equality under the observation
balance and that of =b= for USER-DB is just equality under arbitrary membership; thus,
both of them are coded very easily.
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Now, we will prove the interleaving of deposit operations of two (possibly but not neces-
sarily different) users, which can be considered as a safety property for this system of bank
accounts and which is formulated as the following behavioural commutativity property:
deposit (deposit (as, u2, n2), u1, n1) ∼ deposit (deposit (as, u1, n1), u2, n2)
The following CafeOBJ code builds the proof tree containing all possible cases formed by
orthogonal combinations of atomic cases for the users with respect to their membership to
the user accounts database. The basic proof term is TERM. The automatic generation of the
proof tree (RESULT ) is done by a meta-level encoding in CafeOBJ by using its rewrite
engine for the one-directional construction of the proof tree (this process uses the rewriting
logic feature [15] ofCafeOBJ, 15 hence the use of transitions (trans) rather than equations
(eq)).
mod PROOF-TREE { protecting(BEQ-ACCOUNT-SYSTEM)
ops n1 n2 : -> Nat -- arbitrary amounts for deposit
ops u u1 u1 ′ u2 u2 ′ : -> UId -- arbitrary user identiﬁers
op as : -> AccountSys -- arbitrary state of the account system
eq u1 in user-db(as) = true . -- ﬁrst user is in the data base
eq u2 in user-db(as) = true . -- second user is in the data base
eq u1′ in user-db(as) = false . -- ﬁrst user is not in the data base
eq u2 ′ in user-db(as) = false . -- second user is not in the data base
vars U U1 U2 : UId
op TERM : UId UId UId -> Bool -- basic proof term
trans TERM (U, U1, U2) => deposit (U1, n1, deposit (U2, n2, as)) R[U]
deposit (U2, n2, deposit (U1, n1, as)) .
op TERM1 : UId UId -> Bool
trans TERM1(U, U1) => TERM (U, U1, u2) and TERM (U, U1, u2 ′) .
op TERM2 : UId -> Bool
trans TERM2(U ) => TERM1(U, u1) and TERM1(U, u1′) .
op RESULT : -> Bool -- ﬁnal proof term
trans RESULT => TERM2(u1) and TERM2(u1′) and TERM2(u) .}
The execution of the proof term RESULT gives true.
The same problem for withdrawals rather than deposits is slightly more subtle. If we run
the system for the behavioural commutativity property
withdraw (withdraw (as, u2, n2), u1, n1) ∼ withdraw (withdraw (as, u1, n1), u2, n2)
in the same manner as for the deposit case, we do not get true because for the case when
the users are not different, two withdrawals are not necessarily commutative. This is due
to the relation between the amount required for withdrawals and the actual balance of the
account. However, we still obtain useful information consisting of the list of cases which
cannot be reduced to true by selecting the sub-terms of the proof term which give false.
The linearity of this process shows the debugging power of this veriﬁcation methodology.
15 See [5] for the semantics of the CafeOBJ rewriting logic.
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As a further exercise the reader is invited to check other behavioural properties of the
dynamic bank account system with the user database, such as
transfer (transfer (as, u1, u2, n), u2, u3, n) ∼ transfer (as, u1, u3, n).
6. Conclusions and future research
Based on a novel formalisation of the concept of behavioural object in hidden algebra,
we have formally deﬁned several composition operators underlying the object composi-
tion methodology of CafeOBJ, including parallel composition without synchronisation,
dynamic composition, and a most general form of composition with synchronisation. We
have showed the associativity and commutativity of parallel composition (without synchro-
nisation), the existence of ﬁnal semantics and a compositionality result for the behavioural
equivalence in the most general case of composition with synchronisation. This latter result
is the basis for making the veriﬁcation process almost automatic and which also leads to
efﬁcient debugging.
Within this framework we plan to investigate sufﬁcient conditions on synchronisation
allowing associativity and/or commutativity of the composition operator.
Regarding the use of theCafeOBJ hierarchical object compositionmethodology,we plan
to continue the development of large examples and CASE studies, eventually assisted by an
object-oriented speciﬁcation language developed on top of CafeOBJ providing direct sup-
port to our methodology and which would compile into CafeOBJ speciﬁcations. It would
also be interesting to investigate variants of the current hierarchical object composition
methodology by relaxing some of the conditions on the projection operations.
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